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RPAC-NM-MC7-1-1800x1800-SB-MH-P-3P380

1.8m×1.8m

5450×2670mm

3200kg

RPAC-NM-MC5-1-1800x1800-SB-MH-P-3P380

1.8m×1.8m

5450×2670mm

3100kg

RPAC-NM-MC5-1-1800x1800-SB-MH-P-3P380
RPAC-NM-MC7-1-1800x1800-SB-MH-P-3P380
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Richpeace Automatic Computer Cutting Machine

Richpeace Automatic Computer
Cutting Machine

1.8m

1-60m/min（Depending on the thickness of the cut and the fabric）

1000-4000RPM

16-25KW

Three-phase 380V AC power supply, 50Hz

7Kpa

50mm after vacuum adsorption 
(different fabrics, different layers of fabric, different cutting 

precision requirements, different cutting depths)

70mm after vacuum adsorption 
(different fabrics, different layers of fabric, different cutting 

precision requirements, different cutting depths)

DXF, ISO, HPGL, GBR(Gerber) all popular formats

LAN data cable, USB memory stick, flash card, Wireless network connection

Suitable for woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, leather fabrics, non-woven fabrics, denim fabrics and flexible fabrics such as 
polyester and nylon.

Application

Model

Effective cutting area

Machine size

Weight

Cutting height

Length of picking table

Cutting speed

Blade working speed

Power

Power supply

Air pressure

File transmission way

File transfer path

Parameters

TIANJIN RICHPEACE AI CO., LIMITED
Add: No.6 Baozhong Road, Baodi Economic Development 
Zone, Tianjin City, 301800 China

www.richpeace.comEmail: sales@richpeace.com
Tel: +86-22-22533456     Fax: +86-22-22530075
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Richpeace Automatic Computer Cutting Machine

Automatic Intelligent Cutting Solutions

1. Machine cutter head is adopted with entire aluminum die casting structure, no oil 
    lubrication required that make no risk on fabric staining.
2. Cutter head critical driving parts having special treatment, that is to increase the 
    durability, lengthen the life-time, and lower the running cost.
3. Intelligent cutter with intelligent speed control, automatic compensation of side 
    stress to ensure the perfect quality of the cutting pieces.
4. Diamond grinding stone automatic sharpen device, automatic sharpen cutter and 
    intelligent control its wear & tear level, keep the cutter sharp and longer the life-time.
5. Self-developed with intellectual property computer control system, able to preset 
    cutting parameters, directly connecting to computer is possible, or operation with-
    out computer connected.
6. Real-time cutting control features, real-time tracing and display the cutting, alert 
    with diagnosis.
7. Automatic frame by frame cutting continuously, able to cut any length cutting pieces.
8. The conveyor automatic unloading system, automatically detect the finished cut 
    pieces will be sent to cutting machine material collection table.
9. Vacuum pump is programable and frequency controlled to ensure sufficient 
    vacuum suction for the cutting, while fulfilling the requirements of energy saving 
    and environmental protection.
10. Multi-directions safety protection device, can be controlled to stop manually at 
    any time.

Features

Knitted fabric Woven fabric Leather fabric                   Polyester and nylon 
                                            (down jacket fabric)

Yaskawa control system
Yaskawa control system with five-axis linkage 
ensures high speed, high precision and high 
stability of cutting.

Full closed loop air pressure control system
Intelligent control of the full-closed air compression 
system ensures effective energy saving and noise re-
duction while maintaining pressure.

Overall frame structure
The whole frame is welded and finished in one 
machine to ensure high precision of cutting.

Overall driving system
The driving mechanism adopts international brand servo 
motors and speed reducer, with the compilation of gear 
wheel and belt, to ensure machine precision running.

Cutting head structure
Cutting head is made by aluminum die casting 
structure, to ensure stability on high speed 
running.

Automatic sharpening system
Diamond grinding stone automatic sharpen 
device, auto-sharpen cutter and intelligent 
control its wear & tear level, keep the cutter 
sharp & longer the life-time.


